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INTRODUCTION
The Housing Authority of the City of Cheyenne (CHA) is soliciting Statements of Proposals from
experienced electronic content management providers as described in the Statement of Work below.
CHA is seeking responses from interested and qualified companies that have experience providing
software and services to meet the need for a paperless electronic record system. It is CHAs intention to
move to a paperless environment for all of its core processes. Since a majority of our paper documents
relate to tenant processing, this is our primary focus. However, we expect to remove paper from most of
our other processes also: including Accounting, Performance Based Contract Administration (PBCA),
Procurement, Maintenance and other general administrative processes.
Note that ‘paperless’ refers to dramatically minimizing the use of paper in our processes. We do not
expect to completely eliminate the use of paper. We do expect the solution to address processes, and
improve workflows, and therefore the objective is not simply to eliminate file cabinets by scanning
documents “after the fact.”

PROFILE OF THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF CHEYENNE
The CHA was created in 1971 to address Cheyenne’s need for low income housing. CHA is a
governmental entity and a public body corporate and politic created and operating under the laws of the
State of Wyoming. Consistent with its mission to provide decent, safe, and sanitary housing to elderly,
disabled, and economically disadvantaged families unable to obtain housing through conventional
means, throughout its history CHA has continually expanded its operations to address housing and
housing-related challenges in Wyoming, and now:












serves as the public housing authority for Cheyenne and Laramie and owns, operates, and
maintains 341 public housing units (266 units in Cheyenne and 75 in Laramie)
administers the housing choice voucher program with 1,786 vouchers in Cheyenne, Laramie,
Rawlins, Lander/Riverton, Cody/Powell, Sheridan, Buffalo, Gillette, and Wright
administers 158 Veterans Assistance Supportive Housing vouchers in Cheyenne, Sheridan, and
Gillette to end Veteran’s chronic homelessness
through the Project-Based Section 8 Contract Administration (PBCA) program on behalf of HUD
performs statewide contract administration services for 51 properties with 2,144 rental units
leases 19 units to Peak Wellness
owns and operates 3 Wyoming Rehabilitation and Acquisition Program houses
through the Family Self Sufficiency Program supports public housing and housing choice voucher
program participant’s work to become self-sufficient, and no longer dependent upon any federal
subsidy
sponsored the Welcome Home Wyoming program that to date has provided down payment
assistance to more than 900 new homeowners
owns and operates market rate rental units in Cheyenne including 32 townhomes serving the
elderly in Foxcrest II, 7 single family homes, and 12 Weaver Road Apartments
sponsored the formation of the Wyoming Housing Partnership, a new nonprofit organization that
has acquired ownership interest in 88 units in Cheyenne and 20 in Powell. CHA manages the
Cheyenne units on behalf of the Wyoming Housing Partnership
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provides a variety of services through the Laramie County Senior Center, including a multi-site
nutrition program, senior social services, health enhancement services, and family
caregiver/respite care

RFP AT A GLANCE
Contact person

Sarah Smith
(307) 633-8302
ssmith@cheyennehousing.org

How to obtain the RFP documents

1. Access cheyennehousing.org
2. Click on “RFP Opportunities” on the top menu bar

How to fully respond to this RFP by
submitting a proposal

As instructed in Submission Requirements section.
Please submit responses via e-mail, in pdf format to:
ssmith@cheyennehousing.org

Deadline

5:00 PM February 19, 2021

Anticipated award date

March 18, 2021

STATEMENT OF WORK
1. Overview
The Cheyenne Housing Authority (CHA) invites all interested vendors to submit proposals to
provide software to meet the needs for a Document Management System – paperless Electronic
Tenant Record system. The proposed solution should address the key technologies and
functionality, including but not limited to:
A. Document Management
i.
File creation
ii.
Document filing
iii.
Document indexing
iv.
Document and Data Linking
v.
File retrieval
B. Electronic Records Management
i.
Retention and Disposition Schedules
C. Workflow
i.
Document routing
ii.
Serial and parallel task flows
iii.
Electronic forms
iv.
Noticeboards/Dashboards for Task Assignment and Management
D. Imaging
i.
Document Recognition
E. Content Security
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F. Search Features
G. Browsing/Folders
H. Integration with our Housing Authority Management System (Linsey) and capability to
integrate with any other industry management systems CHA may convert to in the near
future
CHA initially plans to implement the selected system in its’ Housing Programs: Housing Choice
Vouchers, Public Housing, Multifamily and other owned units.
A. Current participant files
B. Applicant files
C. Finance, including:
i.
Contracts
ii.
Budgets
iii.
Accounts Payable
iv.
ACH landlord files
v.
Financial Statements
vi.
Insurance policies
CHA is seeking a solution that will address the key requirements for each programs' processes
including document management, imaging, content security, search, and folders; and will address
broader Electronic Content Management requirements in the future. One of the key requirements
is the proven ability to integrate the proposed solution with Lindsey, CHA’s current software, and
any other industry software CHA may convert to in the near future.
It is expected that all proposals include formal training and qualified software support for the term
of the contract, following successful implementation as determined by CHA.

2. Current Environment
A. Infrastructure is all on premise with Cloud based resources utilized for offsite backup.
B. User Operating System
i.
Physical workstations running local instances of Windows 10 (thick client). Virtual
environments are created for remote workers.
C. Primary Application Software
i.
Lindsey (acquired by MRI software, LLC)
D. Users
i.
Administrative Office:
i. Housing Programs
ii. Accounting
iii. PBCA
iv. Maintenance
v. Senior Services
vi. Executive
ii.
Remote sites
i. Senior Services
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ii. Laramie office: Public Housing and HCV

3. Documents
CHA currently stores documents on site. Estimated documents on site to be included in
document management system:
Housing Choice Voucher Program:
A. Current participants, current year: 1,855 files
i.
Initial lease up:170 pages per new admission (estimate 375 new admissions per
year)
ii.
Annual recertification: 90 pages per participant per year
iii.
Annual inspection: 15 pages per inspection per year
iv.
Other inspections: 15 pages per inspection per year
v.
Interim certification: 25 pages per interim
vi.
Move: 30-50 pages per move
vii.
Termination: 15 pages per termination
viii.
Other actions/documents: 20 pages per participant
B. Applicant files: 10-150 pages per applicant file (estimate 4,000 applicant files per year)
C. Backlog scanning: estimate 1000 files
i.
Current participants: in-between years: 150 pages per year
ii.
Past participants: estimate 400 pages per file
Property Management:
A. Current residents: 453 files
B. Initial lease up: 150 pages per new admission (estimate 100 new admissions per year)
i.
Annual recertification: 90 pages per resident per year
C. Other
i.
Interim certification: 25 pages per interim
ii.
Transfer: 100 pages per transfer
iii.
Eviction: 20 pages per eviction
D. Backlog Scanning: estimate 400 files
i.
Current residents: in-between years: 150 pages per year
ii.
Past residents: estimate 400 pages per file
Finance:
A. Invoices: Estimate 1600/month
B. Budgets: 100 pages per year
C. Financial Statements: 700 pages per year
D. ACH landlord files: 1240 pages initially, 300 per year

4. Objective
Key objectives for the project are:
A. Minimize or eliminate the use of paper in key processes
B. Automate and manage key processes through configurable workflows
C. Minimize or eliminate manual data entry tasks
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D. Ensure compliance with all regulatory, statutory and policy requirements

5. Document Management System Requirements
The following are requirements to achieve CHA’s objectives. Finalists will be required to
demonstrate its ability to meet these requirements:
1. The proposed solution should use nonproprietary file formats (documents are stored in an
"open" format allowing us to connect it to another system) and be scalable (system can
support 1 user or 1,000 users without major changes).
2. Document and information process streamlining, including automatic capture of the
following document types: inbound emails and attachments, faxes, scanned images,
existing electronic documents, other paper documents such as: applicant, client, resident
and landlord records, requisitions, inspections, quotes, invoices, vouchers, employee
records, etc. and to store the captured objects (image/documents) by indexing into a
single, electronic repository which allows the retrieval of the objects from anywhere via
VDI, WAN, LAN, VPN, intranet or internet (any TCP/IP Route).
3. Compatibility with a Virtual Desktop Environment (VDI).
4. Automatic linkage/association with documents with related documents and data (i.e.
50058’s with supporting documents).
5. Provide an Enterprise Content Management System (ECM) solution integrated with core
business and operations applications without requiring additional programming.
6. Provide options for both programmatic and non‐programmatic integration to other
business and operations applications without requiring additional software.
7. Provide automated generation of document ‘packets’ (i.e. recertification packets).
8. Provide automated document checklists for key processes (applications, move‐outs, etc.)
with alerts and checklists for late/missing documents.
9. Provide users with simple electronic access to documents, records and information using
existing folder concepts.
10. Provide retrieval sorting including; retrieval by name, social security number, tenant
number, address, action and document, including but not limited to the following specific
tasks:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Application
Household declaration
Request for Tenancy Approval
Landlord documents
Verifications
Calculation worksheet
HUD Form 50058
Rent reasonableness
Lease
HAP Contract
Annual recertification
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l.

m.
n.
o.
p.

q.

r.
s.

t.

Inspections
i. Annual
ii. Initial
iii. Letters/certifications/extensions
iv. Special/complaint
v. Quality control
Interim certification
Application
Move
Notices
i. Rent increase
ii. Rent reasonableness
iii. Rent Calculation
iv. Lease
Termination
i. Termination letter
ii. Termination documentation
Hearing letters
Other forms
i. Vouchers
ii. Extensions
iii. Birth certificates
iv. Social security cards
v. Identity verification
vi. Citizen forms
vii. Reasonable accommodations
viii. Communication
Letters, as applicable
i. Property Management Programs
ii. Finance

11. Provide agency staff with access to documents from anywhere via WAN, LAN, VPN,
intranet or internet (any TCP/IP Route).
12. Print to any print device, a standard desktop or network printing service.
13. Import any document, report or other content printable from a Windows Application
directly into the Document Management System.
14. Allow distribution of the captured objects via print, fax or email. Create quality images of
handwritten or electronically created documents.
15. Provide audit capabilities such as who viewed, deleted, changed, annotated, faxed,
printed or re‐indexed an object, where the user connected from, and when the user
performed the action.
16. Enable filtering, searching and reporting for audits.
17. Provide access control with internal security or Active Directory single sign on.
18. Provide concurrent user licenses for accessing the Document Management System.
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19. Provide one (1) license for testing purposes for future use.
20. Provide ability to create dynamic electronic forms as part of a workflow process.
21. Provide scanning/imaging capability with automatic identification/recognition of different
types of documents.
22. Provide desk-side electronic signature capture.
23. Provide secure, digital signatures for HAP contracts, etc.
24. Provide remote access to documents for specific processes from an iPad or Android tablet
with the ability to capture signatures electronically.
25. Software must have the ability to segregate data and thereby serve an additional housing
authority and a nonprofit without comingling those documents with CHA’s.
Additional Requirements:
26. A work plan of action with timelines outlining how the proposal requirements will be
accomplished and how the work will be performed are required. Separate work plans must
be presented for the Installation/Conversion and Initial Training respectively. Also, note
that CHA will not consider incidental training that occurs during Installation/Conversion as
Initial Training.
27. The Installation/Conversion work must explain all efforts and expectations relative to
history data capture and migration.
28. Each work plan must include anticipated start-up and completion dates as well as
budgeted hours and cost.
29. Additional relevant information may be submitted at Respondent's option. This may
include management techniques, cost control methods and experience, cost estimating,
track record, and schedule compliance.
30. Provide details about how data from the existing system will be converted into the
proposed system.
31. Include how much history can be/will be converted.
32. If applicable, include information concerning third party data conversion vendors.
33. Give a brief history of the proposed solution. When was the package developed? How has
it evolved?
34. Provide a comprehensive list of the modules included in the proposal.
35. Does your solution include all of CHA’s System Requirements? If not, note those
specifically not included.
36. Does your solution include all of the General Features described? If not, note the specific
features not included.
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37. List any known bugs and/or problems which have not yet been corrected.
38. Describe your organization's policy concerning software upgrades and/or corrections.
39. Describe your organization's technical support. If various types of support plans exist, list
each plan and related costs.
40. Provide for access instructions or flash drive to a generic product demonstration that will
allow CHA evaluators the opportunity to see a preliminary demonstration of your solution
prior to a full Respondent directed demonstration.
41. Provide information on the reports generated by the system. Describe how customized
reports are prepared. If an integrated report writer is included, then describe how it is
utilized.
42. If the system includes "Dashboard" functions, then describe how this is operated and its
capabilities.
43. Provide information on any electronic file documentation your system provides. If
necessary, please describe how your system would/could integrate with a third party
electronic document management system.
44. Include a listing of additional equipment and estimated costs for required hardware
upgrades.

6. Implementation Requirements
A. Project Management
CHA is looking for a full service provider that can offer a turnkey solution. The implementation
process will need to include project controls and processes to ensure a smooth roll-out.
Respondents are required to provide information on their project planning and implementation
approach including specific tasks and a project plan with timeline and labor hours. Proposals
should clearly outline the Respondent's methodology and address the following items.
i. Project Planning Process/Methodology/Project Plan
ii. Project Risk Management/Mitigation
iii. Required Protocols/Standards
iv. Product Certifications
v. Testing and Acceptance Procedures
vi. Training
vii. Documentation
viii. Implementation Support and Stabilization
a. Identify any pass-through manufacturer's warranties.
b. Assurance that the system or any key component is not nearing or at the end of
its lifecycle.
c. Annual maintenance and support costs for hardware and software.
B. Respondent Operating Procedures
Responses should include a description of the Respondent's procedures for doing business
including project management and technical support. Examples include:
What is your proposed plan for managing and supporting the CHA account?
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i. Support team members (resumes). Respondent must list sales and support team
members.
ii. Describe your company's technical support system, response and problem resolution
procedures.
iii. What characteristics set your company apart? Describe unique examples of product,
service or added value.
iv. What new technology and additional products or services does your company plan to
utilize in the near future that would be advantageous to CHA?
C. Proposed Solution
Provide a narrative of the proposed solution including listing of all hardware and software
components. Responses should address all items identified in the requirements section as
well as other optional features recommended by the Respondent. The Respondent should
highlight features and capabilities that the Respondent feels are the strength of the proposed
solution. The section should include the following major parts.
i. Solution Overview
ii. System Functionality
iii. Technical Specifications
iv. System Requirements
v. Product Support
Respondents should identify any potential upgrades required or recommended as part of the
solution deemed outside the scope of work such as router and switch upgrades, cabling, and
PC upgrades to support unified messaging. Respondents should include its
technology/platform strategy and future upgrade plans that will assist in the decision process.
D. Implementation Plan
Provide a work plan including Respondent's methodology for implementing the proposed
solution. This section should address all key phases including project planning, configuration,
testing, rollout and support. A project plan listing tasks, dependencies, owner (Respondent or
customer) and associated labor hours is required. Responses should include implementation
plan considerations including estimated time frame and deliverables for various stages of the
project. Reminder: It is imperative to realize that CHA intends to begin implementation in
2021.
Responses should include a discussion of resources required by CHA staff including IT
personnel and end user training for the implementation as well as skills required to support
the new system. Key areas of interest include testing procedures and project risk mitigation to
help avoid system downtime. The plan should include a review and acceptance process and
criteria allowing CHAs final acceptance of the fully-implemented turnkey solution.
In addition to evaluating the plan described above, evaluation of the implementation plan will
include evaluation of the scope of support program and service levels and the
reasonableness of contract terms.
E. Additional Requirements
Respondent must agree to be solely responsible for costs and performance of any
subcontractors it intends to use for implementation or other services. All On-site personnel will
be required to comply with CHA workplace, security, IT and conduct policies and
requirements.
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Title to hardware is expected to be in CHAs unless otherwise expressly indicated in the
submission. The right to relocate the system and transfer it with any reorganization or to
successor agencies is required.
A sample statement of work for the implementation services should be included in the
submission. Proposed legal contracts for the services to be provided should be submitted for
CHA evaluation (subject to negotiation).
The solution and components must be provided with indemnification against third party claims
of intellectual property infringement covering the customary mode of use of the system. The
proposal should include information regarding the warranty remedies.
Payment for installation of the document imaging workflow system will be made based upon
negotiated milestones.

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
The CHA intends to award the successful Respondent pursuant to a “Best Value” basis, not a “Low
Proposal” basis (“Best Value” in that the CHA will consider other factors than cost in making the award
decision). Therefore, so that the CHA can properly evaluate the offers received, all proposals submitted
in response to this RFP must be formatted in accordance with the sequence noted herein.

Information Required in the Proposal
1. Letter of Interest
a) Include contact name and address: name, title, email, telephone and fax number to be
contacted for clarification or additional information regarding proposals (Cover letter).
b) A brief statement summarizing the Respondent’s company, relevant experience, and
qualifications.

2. Past Performance on Similar Projects
Provide information about past clients for whom the Respondent provided the same or
similar services. You may also provide references from related service providers or
agency personnel. Include a brief description of Respondent’s business relationship with
the reference.

3. Key Personnel/Staff
Qualification statement of proficiency including a list of staff member(s) to be assigned for
this project, resumes can be provided.

4. Desired System Functionality List
Document Imaging and Capture:
a. Does your system provide the ability to handle documents of mixed types, sizes and
conditions?
b. Does your system provide support for leading scanners and input devices?
c. Does your system provide image enhancement features?
d. Does your system provide the ability to capture color documents?
e. Does your system provide the ability to integrate with leading capture systems?
Indexing:
a. Does your system support fielded indexing?
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b. Does your system support full‐text indexing?
c. Does your system provide indexing from external data sources, in particular from our
Housing Management system? (Lindsey)
d. Does your system provide for auto‐fills of index values?
e. Does your system support bar coding, both generation of the barcode and creation of
the barcode?
f. Does your system provide “heads up” indexing support for images, i.e. split‐screen
indexing, with image on one side and the index field on the other side?
g. Does your system provide automated data capture, i.e. zoned optical character
recognition / intelligent character recognition support for index extraction, barcode
recognition, etc., as well as manual indexing and data entry?
h. Does your system provide the ability to provide full audit trail for all changes to indexing
information?
i. Does your system provide the ability to modify existing indexes?
Document Management:
a. Does your system provide a single logical repository for documents (accessed by
multiple users in multiple on‐site or remote locations)?
b. Does your system provide the ability to store all object types, including document
images, document and desktop files, PDF, JPEG, TXT RFT, photos, videos, audio, email?
c. Does your system support check in/check out?
d. Does your system offer version control?
e. Does your system provide for annotations and redactions with security?
f. Does your system offer major and minor versions?
g. Does your system provide the ability to support published versions (finalized available
for public viewing) versus non‐published versions (editable, only available to users with
rights)?
h. Does your system provide a missing documents checklist?
Records Management:
a. Does your system provide support for reliable retention of documents in accordance
with relevant regulations/best practices?
b. Does your system provide the ability to ensure timely disposition (disposal) of
documents in accordance with relevant best practices (keeping an audit of all record
destructions, providing certifiable proof of destruction)?
c. Does your system provide the ability to notify administrators or managers when
disposition or migration is called for?
d. Does your system provide the ability to define retention and disposition schedules
(which are monitored to ensure compliance)?
e. Does your system provide the ability for users (with rights) to declare documents or
content as records, add them to the records repository, and assign status to prevent
destruction?
f. Does your system provide security over electronic records to ensure trustworthiness so
it can be upheld in court, i.e. appropriate backups, security, version control, retrieval
capabilities, access control?
Content Security:
a. Does your system provide the ability to set security at the user and group levels?
b. Does your system provide the ability to limit what users can see and to do based on
security level?
c. Does your system provide the ability to provide access to previous document versions,
based on security?
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d. Does your system provide the ability to maintain audit log for user changes (i.e. index or
document changes)?
e. Does your system provide support for single‐sign‐on environments?
f. Does your system provide support for security access control down to the document and
annotation levels?
Search:
a. Does your system support search and retrieval from browser‐based interfaces?
b. Does your system support search and retrieval from thick and thin‐client interfaces?
c. Does your system provide the ability to support multi‐attribute search?
d. Does your system provide the ability to save searches and to share saved searches
with other individuals, groups and departments?
e. If your system has notes capability, are they searchable as well?
Integration with Existing Systems/Applications:
a. Does your system provide integration with Microsoft Office Suite?
b. Does your system integrate with our housing authority management software (Lindsey)
at both the data and user interface levels?
c. Does your system integrate with any housing authority management software which
CHA may convert to in the near future?
d. Does your system provide documented, standards‐based application programming
interfaces (APIs)?
Browsing/Folders
a. Do you allow the same document to be a member of multiple folders?
b. Can you replicate our existing physical file folder structure with sections depending on
program type? (i.e. HCV, PH, VASH, FSS, Tax Credit, etc.)
c. If a document resides in multiple folders, is the document replicated or is it crossreferenced?
d. Can folders and sub‐folders be auto created when new documents are added?
e. Can we search folders for a list of missing documents?
f. Can notes be added to folders?
g. Can folders be moved, copied and re‐ordered?
h. Can new folders be auto created based on dates? For example, a year 2022 folder will
be created when we start the New Year?
Workflow
a. Does your system provide the ability to support advanced routing logic within work
processes?
b. Does your system support configurable workflows by program type (i.e. recertification
process for PH vs HCV)?
c. Does your system provide the ability to route images, documents or work items based
on any available index criteria?
d. Does our system provide the ability to support both serial and parallel routing?
e. Does your system provide the ability to generate notification for high priority,
escalations, and pending and overdue work items?
f. Does your solution provide the ability for users to draw from a shared queue of work
tasks?
g. Does your solution provide the ability to integrate with other systems for notification of
pending work tasks, i.e. email, etc.?
h. Does your system provide the ability for users to digitally sign a work item or
document?
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i. Does your solution provide the ability for users to specify delegates to complete their
work tasks when they are unavailable?
j. Does your system provide visibility into different users’ tasks and workloads by
managers for work balancing and metrics?
Hardware Requirements:
a. Will your system work in a Virtual Desktop Environment?
b. Where will the primary software (i.e. main database) be installed (server, web based
server, individual PC’s)?
c. What are the specifications for the server, if applicable?
d. What are the hardware (server, storage, scanner, other) requirements?
e. Can network scanners or multifunction printer/scanners be used?
f. What are the Third Party software requirements, (Server OS, Database, capturing
software), for the initial projects?
g. Does the software have a client side?
h. If so, does each client need to be upgraded with each software release?
i. Can the software be upgraded / installed automatically?
j. Is consulting included as part of the purchase price?
k. What consulting is covered?
l. How many hours of consulting are included?
m. At what level can you recover: system, module, index, other?
n. How are installation and initial set‐up handled?

5. Licensing, Support, Maintenance and Training
a. Is your support offered as a service on a subscription basis as well as a perpetual
license?
b. Will your organization provide software maintenance?
c. What is included in the standard maintenance contract?
d. Is maintenance provided by third parties or your own personnel?
e. How often does your organization update and upgrade the software?
f. How long are previous releases supported?
g. Are new releases backward/forward compatible?
h. Do you provide customer support?
i. What level of support do you provide?
j. What hours is your Technical Support department available for support?
k. How quick are the normal response times?
l. Will you provide off‐hours support?
m. What if we need to contact you after regular business hours?
n. How do you solve problem isolation and identification procedures?
o. What are your problem escalation procedures?
p. How do you release new software versions and updates?
q. How are these new releases installed?
r. How often if the typical release cycle?
s. Is any third‐party software included in the system that is being proposed?
t. Does your system provide on‐line help?
u. Does it provide it at the field entry level?
v. Does your system provide a way for customers to create their own on‐line help?
w. What documentation is provided with your system: user, administration, operational?
x. What format is the documentation in?
y. Does your system have a backup/restore utility?
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Training:
a. Is training provided as part of the system?
b. Where is the training conducted?
c. What administrative training is required?
d. What user training is required?
e. What training courses are recommended before implementation?

6. Section 3 and Women and Minority Owned Business efforts
Describe your best efforts to subcontract and employ Section 3 and minority business enterprises
and/or women business enterprises with your company.

7. Cost Proposal
Proposal must include the proposed cost, including any and all out of pocket costs, broken down
by major activity, and identify any discounts offered to CHA. The cost shall be provided as a "not
to exceed" amount. Payment will be based upon milestones in project completion.
Include roles, hourly rates and number of hours for each individual that will work on the project.
Any hourly or daily rates applicable to the project must not be increased during the duration of the
project.
Respondent should clearly indicate the level and type of support to be provided in detail that
relates to their proposed "Annual support and maintenance of software and hardware." This
should include hours of operation for support or available support plans with associated service
levels and costs.
Cost proposal should identify any hardware and software required to implement the system
(including the manufacturer/licensor). All hardware will be expected to be new and not refurbished
unless otherwise expressly identified by the Respondent. The cost proposal should outline the
warranty and support periods associated with all proposed Equipment and Implementation
Services, and identify any available plans/programs for trading in and upgrading to next
generation equipment and protecting against product obsolescence. The cost proposal will be
assumed to include all required licensing and third-party royalties, unless otherwise expressly
identified by the Respondent. Cost proposals should include the following cost components:
a. Equipment (Hardware)
b. Equipment (Software)
c. Implementation Services
d. Annual Training
e. Annual support and maintenance of software and hardware
f. Optional Items
Describe your organization's policy concerning customer requested software modifications and
note the cost associated with such modifications.

8. Financial Statement
Include two (2) copies of financial statements for the last three years for the primary member of
the team and any guarantors. If required, this information may be confidentially included by
Respondent as long as this documentation is clearly marked confidential.

9. HUD Forms
Each Respondent must complete the forms as provided in Attachments 1-3.
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EVALUATION FACTORS
Selection of a successful respondent will be the sole discretion of CHA. A CHA evaluation committee will
be established to review Offeror responses to this RFP. Proposals will be evaluated using the following
evaluation criteria. Offerors will be selected based on the highest cumulative score, as provided below.
The CHA, however, reserves the right to reject any and all proposals and to waive any informality in
proposals received for any reason whatsoever.
Evaluation Criteria

Maximum
Points

Functionality
a. Electronic Document Management/Workflow Software /capture 0‐5 pts.
b. Indexing 0‐5 pts.
c. Document management 0‐5 pts.
d. Records management 0‐5 pts.
e. Content security 0‐5 pts.
f. Search functions 0‐5 pts.
g. Integration 0‐10 pts.
h. Browsing/folders 0‐5 pts.
i. Workflow 0‐5 pts.
j. Hardware requirements 0‐5 pts.

60

15

Licensing/Support/Maintenance/Training

15

Cost Proposal
Entity Financial Health and Service Sustainability

10
100

TOTAL
Up to 10 additional points may be awarded to selected respondent(s) for a
product demonstration

1-10

Interviews, if desired by CHA, will be used to identify the top ranking Respondent(s).

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE FOR SELECTION AND AWARD
1)
2)
3)
4)

Release RFP through public advertisement: January 4, 2021
Responses due February 19, 2021, by 5PM
Proposals reviewed by the Housing Authority of the City of Cheyenne Review Committee
The Housing Authority of the City of Cheyenne intends to make a selection by March 18, 2021.

GENERAL
All proposals and material contained therein shall become the property of CHA upon submittal.
Regardless of outcome, Respondent shall not hold CHA responsible for any expense in the preparation
of its response to this RFP or in negotiating a contract with CHA.
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The CHA will reject the proposal of any respondent debarred by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD).
The determination of the criteria and process whereby proposals are evaluated, and the decision as to a
contract award, or whether or not an award shall be made as a result of the RFP, shall be at the sole
discretion of CHA and its Board of Commissioners.
The CHA reserves the right to reject any and all proposals for any reason at its sole discretion.

ATTACHMENTS
1. Attachment I - Form HUD-5369-C, Certifications and Representations of Offerors, NonConstruction Contract
2. Attachment II - Form HUD-2992, Certification Regarding Debarment and Suspension
3. Attachment III - Form HUD-50071, Certification of Payments to Influence Federal Transactions
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ATTACHMENT I
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ATTACHMENT II
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ATTACHMENT III
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